Boundaries of responsibility for snow removal

SUNY Oswego winter 2016-17
Key

Grounds is red and all unmarked areas
Auxiliary Services is purple
Mailroom is orange
Custodial is blue

Reviewed and approved November 2015 by:
Ron Randall, Lori Cook, Ruth Stevens/Craig Traub, and Kathy Smith
Shady Shore

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas and the emergency egress through the back lawns outlined in red.

Emergency egress can have ankle deep snow but a walkable path must be maintained in case of emergency.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.

Johnson & Lakeside
Riggs Hall

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas and the emergency egress through the back lawns outlined in red.

Emergency egress can have ankle deep snow but a walkable path must be maintained in case of emergency.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Waterbury Hall

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas and the emergency egress through the back lawns outlined in red.

Emergency egress can have ankle deep snow but a walkable path must be maintained in case of emergency.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas and the emergency egress through the back lawns outlined in **red**.

Emergency egress can have ankle deep snow but a walkable path must be maintained in case of emergency.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the **blue** lines.
Lonis
Moreland
Mackin

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.

Grounds needs to assist in this area when conditions are beyond what custodial can reasonably do and there is clearance behind vehicles so grounds equipment fits safely.

Boundaries committed to by all November 2015
Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.

Aarons Proposal for 2016
Sheldon

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Hart & Funnelle

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.

Auxiliary Services staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the purple lines.
Oneida Hall

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.

Auxiliary Services staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the purple lines.
Onondaga

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Cayuga

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Pathfinder Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.

Auxiliary Services staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the purple lines.
Seneca

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Village

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Village

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.

Grounds needs to assist in this area when conditions are beyond what custodial can reasonably do and they put in an I-service request.
Marano CC East

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.

Grounds needs to assist in this area when conditions are beyond what custodial can reasonably do and they put in an I-service request.
Shineman

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Wilbur & Park

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines
Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Sheldon

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
King Hall

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Rich Hall &
Building 20

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Mary Walker

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Lot 1 trailer

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines
Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Mahar Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Hewitt

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Culkin

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Buildings
11 & 12

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Laker

Grounds is responsible for main walks & roads outside other marked areas.

Custodial staff are responsible for maintaining all doorways and pedestrian areas inside the blue lines.
Grounds is responsible for Romney

As needed all year

When season starts

Stairs closed for winter